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WHY EXODUS 
It all began in 1974 with two men and one dream: the desire to travel to far -
flung parts of the world, interact with local people and learn more about the 
amazing planet we all live on. Delving into local traditions, cultures, cuisines and 
history is what we love, what we’re passionate about, and what we’re 
constantly striving to share with our clients.  

This ethos has stayed with us for over 40 years and we are now pleased to offer 
more than 500 sensitively run itineraries to over 100 countries world wide.  

Below you’ll discover a little more about how we operate.  

EXPERTS: We’ve been doing this for over 40 years - and we remain as driven, passionate 

and committed to creating brilliant holidays as we ever have. 

SECURITY: Exodus hold an Air Traffic Organisers License (ATOL no. 2582), we’re also 

bonded to IATA, and are members of ABTA and FTO. So you know that when you book with 
Exodus you’re fully protected and in safe hands. 

For more information visit www.exodus.co.uk/about-exodus 

TRUST: You’ll find over 10,000 reviews of our holidays online. None modified, deleted or 

hidden. We learn from your feedback and believe that’s why 97% of our customers would 

recommend us to a friend. 

FLEXIBILITY: Want to upgrade your flights? Spend a week relaxing on a beach after your 

trip? Anything is possible. Speak to one of our experts about flexible travel options and let’s 

make it personal. 

SAFETY: We’ll meet you from the airport, get you safely from place to place, and provide 

you with the right kit to tackle every thrilling activity. 

LEADERS: Exodus prides itself on working with the best tour leaders in the business.  

The dedication, amazing local knowledge, and sheer hard working attitude shown by our leaders 
helps to make the difference between you having a good trip and the trip of a lifetime!  

VALUE: We have always offered the best experience at a fair price. We include much as part 

of our itineraries meaning you won’t have any sudden costs experienced on your trip . 

RESPONSIBLE: We always remember that we are only ever guests to the places we visit. 

We travel courteously, and are always working to improve our impact and give back to 

communities across the globe. 

BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE: 
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PRICE PER PERSON: 

DURATION 
PRICE PER 

PERSON 
ROOM TYPE 

4 Days £799 Twin/Double 

HOW TO BOOK.. 

f you would like to join Exodus and Herne Hill Velodrome, 

then please note that a deposit amount of £150 per person or 

10% of the trip cost, whichever balance is greater, will confirm 

your booking with Exodus. Full payments are due 60 days 

before departure.  Please contact Thidara at Exodus, her 

details are: 

Email: Thidara.Udomritkul@exodus.co.uk  

Tel: 020 8772 3761  

Standing at 1912m, Mont Ventoux is known as the 'Giant of Provence', a mass of bare limestone rock that dominates the region and can 
be seen from miles around. The region boasts some fabulous cycling and the climb has become famously associated with the Tour de 
France, featuring 14 times since 1951. We will tackle the climb from Bedoin, passing the Tommy Simpson memorial along the way 
before later taking on the climb from Malaucene with its spectacular views over the valleys below.   

HERNE HILL VELODROME:  

Inclusions: 

3 days cycling (including 2 half day rides) with partial vehi-
cle support (limited seats) 
100% tarmac roads  
Climbs are long and steady (average 7%) 
All breakfasts 
All transport and listed activities  
Tour leader throughout 
3 nights in a charming family-run hotel 
 

Exclusions: 

Tips 

Travel Insurance 

Personal expenses 

Any activities/excursions not mentioned 

Optional activities 

Visas 

Local bike hire (available on request) 

 

FLIGHTS:  

British Airways  

BA366 27 SEP London Heathrow  to Marseille  0720 1015                

BA367 30 SEP Marseille  to London Heathrow  1110 1215   

 

THIDARA UDOMRITKUL 

Exodus Travels Tailormade  Representative  
+44 (0) 208 772 3761 | Thidara.Udomritkul@exodus.co.uk   
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TRIP OVERVIEW AND ACCOMMODATION:  

DAY 1 

Start Sault at the foot of Ventoux; short warm up ride through the Provencal countryside—Hotel du Louvre 

 

DAY 2 

Descend through the Gorges de la Nesque; climb Mont Ventoux (1912m) from Bedoin—Hotel du Louvre (B) 

 

DAY 3 

Cycle to Malaucene; climb Ventoux via a less ridden but equally spectacular route—Hotel du Louvre (B) 

 

DAY 4 

Optional morning Ride; trip ends in Sault—No Accommodation (B) 
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DAY TO DAY ITINERARY: 

 
Day 1: 27th September 2018 
 
Welcome to Sault! Right at the foot of Mount Ventoux. 
 

After time to check bikes and make any final adjustments, we 
will head out for a short warm up ride south west from Sault 
through the Provencal countryside around Monieux. That 
evening there will be a welcome meeting with your leader and 
the opportunity to discuss the route in more detail. 
 

Cycle approx. 38km with 520m ascent 
 
 
 
 

Day 2: 28th September 2018 
 
Today we head to the iconic Mont Ventoux! Our ride starts 
with a great descent that winds itself through the magnificent 
Gorges de la Nesque. This is a lovely ride in its own right, but 
only the start of today's excitement. Arriving in Bedoin we can 
stop for a coffee break before starting the climb up Mont Ven-
toux (1912m) by the most famous Tour de France route. It is 
certainly a challenge as the road climbs for 21.5km at an aver-
age of 7.5% to the summit. The final 5km are tough with pitch-
es as steep as 10.7 %, you'll have earnt a celebratory drink by 
the top! A scenic 30km descent takes us back to Sault, proba-
bly for another celebratory drink. 
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Day 3: 29th September 2018 
 
After breakfast we set out on the bikes to take on Ventoux for the 
second time, but this time via the less ridden and equally beautiful 
ascent from Malaucene. The first part of our ride is mainly downhill 
as we follow a lovely balcony road in the foot hills of Ventoux before 
arriving in the town of Malaucene, here we can stop for a coffee and 
snack break before starting the climb up Ventoux. The ascent form 
this side has an average gradient of 7.2% and rises 1535m over the 
21.2km, making it in theory a little easier than yesterday’s ride. From 
the summit we have a brilliant 35km of downhill all the way back to 
the hotel in Sault. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Day 4: 30th September 2018 
 
For the final day of the tour we have the option to head out on a 
short ride before the airport transfer. Our ride follows a road to the 
south of the Nesque gorges through small traditional towns like 
Saint-Jean and Methamis before turning and climbing up the 
Nesque Gorge road back to Sault. This climb is 19.7km long with a 
total elevation of 444m at an average gradient of 2.3% making it a 
perfect climb after two tough days on the bike. Once back at the 
hotel there will be time to pack bags and any bikes brought from 
home before the tour ends here.  

DAY TO DAY ITINERARY: 
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What to Take 
You will need to bring the following equipment with you: 

Normal daily clothes  

Cycle helmet (compulsory on this tour) 

Sunglasses/eye protection 

Base layers 

Short and long sleeved jerseys 

Windproof Gillet 

Lightweight waterproof jacket 

The best quality padded cycling shorts you can afford 

Full length tights or knee/Leg warmers 

Cycling gloves  

Arm warmers  

Chamois cream  

Energy drink powder 

Energy bars and gels 

Sunscreen 

 

Please note that all bikes are supplied with flat pedals and only a limited number of clipless pedals are available from the hire 

company. Because of this we recommend bringing your own shoes and pedals for all drop bar cycling holidays. 

If you are bringing your own bike we recommend packing the following items: 

Spare tyre 

Inner tubes 

Brake pads  

Correct length spokes (especially if using Mavic wheels)  

Mulit tool 

Mini pump 

Tyre leavers 

Puncture repair kit 

 

The support vehicle carries a range of tools and 2 track pumps that you are free to use during the trip. Basic spares are also car-

ried, but we are never too far from a bike shop, in the case that you require a specialist replacement part. 

Every night the bikes will be put in a garage/shed, but it is best to bring a lock, just so that you can be sure yours is safe. Your bike 

box / bag will be transported to the end hotel on the roof rack of the support vehicle. 

On all departures of this trip we can expect to be cycling in just shorts and a short-sleeved jersey. The temperature is naturally 

dependant on the altitude, so on some of the higher cols it can get fairly chilly. Unfortunately rain cannot be ruled out but the 

showers tend to be fairly short. 
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Accommodation  

Hotel du Louvre 

We stay in the 2-star Hotel du Louvre throughout the itinerary. This bike-friendly family-run hotel is ideally located in the centre of 

the village of Sault, right at the foot of Mont Ventoux. All rooms have en suite facilities and the hotel has a popular restaurant and 

bar with a pleasant outside seating area on the town square. 

Single supplement from £140.00 

Food & Transport 
Eating & Drinking 

All breakfasts are included. Lunch and evening meals are at your own expense.  

For breakfast you can expect a large buffet with eggs, meat, bread, yoghurt, cereals, jam and of course, croissants. Tea and coffee 

is available throughout the day in the hotel restaurant.    

Lunches and dinners are not included, giving you the flexibility to select your own diet and the option to try more items on the 

menu. There are some great bars and restaurants in the town offering superb local dishes and the hotel restaurant is also superb, 

with a varied menu and popular bar attracting friendly locals for a drink.  

We suggest that you budget around £20 - £30 per day for an evening meal including drinks. For lunch you can either stop in cafes 

or restaurants or (weather dependant) have the guide set up a picnic on route; we recommend budgeting between £5-15 per day 

for lunches. We also recommend that you budget another £5 per day for coffee / cake stops whilst out riding.    

We recommend that you bring your favourite energy bars/products with you as there are limited options available locally. 

Transportation 

For airport transfers we use a bus. The rides are supported by a van, with limited spaces for clients and bikes. The vehicle will 

sweep through the group during the day offering encouragement, water and access to your snacks. A comprehensive tool kit and 

first aid kit is carried and the leader is a qualified first-aider. Lifts up or down the hills are naturally offered, if this is your desire. 

Weather & Seasonality 
Weather Information 

At the time of year that we run trips here, the weather is often glorious and sunny, but given its height and the surrounding ter-

rain, there can often be a micro-climate on Mont Ventoux. As the name might suggest (venteux means windy in French), it can get 

windy at the summit so you should be prepared for this. Maximum temperatures can be up to 30ºC, but this will vary with altitude. 

If we are riding through low cloud it can get very chilly on the descents, but these should be short spells only. There is of course 

the possibility of wet weather so you should also come prepared for this. 

Money 
France's Currency 

The national currency of France is the Euro (EUR), with an exchange rate at the time of publication (October 2017) of approximate-

ly 1.1 to the GBP,  0.84 to the USD, 0.67 to the CAD, 0.66 to the AUD and 0.59 to the NZD. We recommend you bring your spending 

money in cash, but Visa / MasterCard credit or debit cards may be useful for shopping, extra excursions and withdrawing cash 

from ATMs (cash points). We do not recommend travellers cheques, as they may be difficult to change during the holiday. Cash 

points are available in Marseilles airport as well as a number of the towns that we pass through during the rides. 

Extra Expenses & Spending Money 

For the meals that are not included, you should allow approximately €5-10 for lunch and €15-20 for dinner. 

Tipping 
This is entirely at your own discretion. However, as a guideline, we suggest you allow a few pounds each day for tips for the guide- 

about £4 (approx. US$6-7) a day per client would seem reasonable. 
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Joining Instructions  

Travelling flight inclusive from London: 4 days  

The group flight from London is a daytime flight departing on Day 1 of the itinerary. 

We normally use the scheduled services of British Airways (depending on availability). As flight timings and schedules change regu-

larly we recommend you call one of our specialist sales staff or your agent to confirm up-to-date timings. Please note timings may 

change at a later date and cannot be confirmed 

until approximately two weeks before departure. UK Regional Flights The Flight Inclusive price is based on a London departure, but 

we are happy to tailor this to your local or regional airport. Please 

visit www.exodus.co.uk/regionaldepartures for a useful overview of the options available, and contact our sales team for expert 

advice. If booking regional flights other than with Exodus, you must allow 

a minimum connecting time (in addition to the international check in time) of 1 hour at Gatwick, and 1½ hours at Heathrow; this is 

longer than the official minimum, but baggage handling is known to be subject to delays. 

Travelling land only: 4 days starting and ending in Sault 

Your trip normally starts at our accommodation in Sault in the morning of Day 1 of the itinerary. Details of how to reach the start 

point are provided in the Final Joining Instructions - sent approximately two weeks before departure. Accommodation check-in 

times are normally from around 14:00. Full joining instructions including local emergency numbers will be sent to you as part of 

our Final Joining Instructions. If you do not receive these at least a week before departure, or require them earlier please contact 

our office or your travel agent. 

Full joining instructions including local emergency numbers will be sent to you as part of our Final Joining Instructions. If you do not 

receive these at least a week before departure, or require them earlier please contact our office or your travel agent.  

Transfers Details 
Airport transfers are included for those on the group flights. Please note that transfers are not included for clients arriving on any 

other flight, even if Exodus has booked it. 

If you require airport transfers, you may (by prior arrangement only) be able to join the group transfer. Transfers are arranged to 

coincide with the arrival time of the group flight - please check the group flight details 2 weeks before departure. If you do not take 

this transfer, or miss it, you must make your own way to the joining point at your own expense.  

Local Time 
France's Timezone: Europe/Paris CET (GMT +01:00) 

Electricity 

France's Electricity: European plug - 2 round pins. 230 Volts AC. 

230 Volts AC, standard European adapter required. 
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BRINGING 
YOUR OWN 

BIKE? 

If you prefer the familiarity of your own bike, you may of course bring it along. Please advise us 
at the time of booking if you plan to do so. You will be responsible for any extra baggage charges, 
please speak to our Sales team for individual airline fees. Any clients bringing their own bike 
should ensure they have adequate cover for loss, damage or theft under their travel, home 
contents or a specialist insurance policy as if Exodus is confident that we have taken all 
reasonable care to ensure the safety of your bike, in the rare event of loss, damage or theft you 
will need to claim under you own insurance policy. 

 

You can take non-motorised bicycles of up to 190cm (75in) in length as part of your checked 
baggage, provided they are packed in a protective bicycle bag. 

 

The support vehicle carries a range of tools and 2 track pumps that you are free to use during the 
trip. Basic spares are also carried, but we are never too far from a bike shop, in the case that you 
require a specialist replacement part. 

 

Every night the bikes will be put in a garage/shed, but it is best to bring a lock, just so that you 
can be sure yours is safe. Your bike box / bag will be transported to the end hotel on the roof 
rack of the support vehicle. 

RENTING A 

BIKE? 

Local Bike Hire - Aluminium Bike - Giant Contend SL1 with Shimano 105 50/34 X 11/32 gears and 
rim brakes (MSV) - £120 per person. 

 

Local Bike Hire - Carbon Road Bike - Giant Defy Advanced 2 with Shimano 105 50/34 X 11/32 
gears and Shimano hydraulic disc brakes (MSV) - £160 per person. 

BIKE HIRE 
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BOOKING  

CONDITION  

Please read the Exodus Booking conditions and let us know if you have any questions about 

the itinerary and quote. Please note, small deviations in the tour program are sometimes 

necessary, depending on weather, road conditions, flight schedules and room availability.  

PACKING 

ADVICE 

We have produced a Universal Packing List which we hope will assist you in preparing for your 

trip. This should be read in conjunction with the What to Take section of the Trip Notes . 

PASSPORT  

& VISA  

We advise that passports should be valid for at least 6 months after your return date and should 

have at least 2 clear pages for entry stamps, as this is a requirement in a number of destinations. 

Please ask your consultant for any details regarding any visas required for your holiday.  

Non-British passport holders should check requirements with the relevant consulate or embassy.  

TRAVEL  

INSURANCE  
If you have not purchased insurance at this stage, please note that to travel on any Exodus 

holiday you must have adequate cover for the activities involved.  

If you are booking from the UK: please contact us on specialistsales@exodus.co.uk or 0208 

772 3874. The full policy details are available here. 

If you are booking from the US & Canada, please contact Arch Insurance Solutions to arrange a 

suitable policy.  

If you are booking from Australia, NoWorries Insurance is our preferred provider of adventure 
travel insurance. Whilst on an Exodus holiday, NoWorries Travel Cover specifically insures 
against all activities undertaken across our entire range of tours. Simply use the PROMO code 
EXODUSNOW (or EXODUSTOUGH for all Tough and Tough + graded Exodus tours) and you’ll 
save 5% on their standard online price. 

PRE-EXISTING  
MEDICAL 

CONDITIONS  

If you have any pre-existing conditions or disabilities, you should contact your travel insurance 

provider’s medical screening helpline. We would also strongly suggest that you discuss all 

medical conditions and any medication you are taking with your tour leader at the start of 

your trip. It is a requirement of joining an Exodus trip that any pre-existing medical conditions 

which may affect your safe participation are declared within 14 days of receiving your booking 

confirmation, so if you have not passed on the relevant information already, please contact 

our Customer Services team on  

customerservices@exodus.co.uk (quoting your booking reference) to provide further details. 

DIETARY  

REQUIREMENTS  

If you did not mention any specific dietary requirements at the time of booking, please provide 
details to our Private Adventures team on specialistsales@exodus.co.uk as soon as possible so 
we can pass them on to our local partners and any airlines, if applicable. 

CUSTOMER  

CHARTER  

Travelling should not only be about the destination, but also about how you get there. From 

the excitement of making that initial research and paying your deposit, through to the trip 

itself and even after you return home, every stage is a part of your journey with us. Here at 

Exodus, we are committed to doing everything we can to make this journey as enjoyable as 

possible and, in order to help us achieve this, we have launched our Customer Charter, which 

defines what you can expect from Exodus and sets out what we aim for each time you travel 

with us. 

PREPARING FOR YOUR TRIP 



RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL 
At Exodus we have always believed in three simple guiding principles for the way  
in which we want to travel. 

• We realise that every destination is someone else’s home 
• We should leave places as we would like to find them 
• We should ensure that communities benefit from our visit  

Tourism is one of the most important and largest industries on the planet.  
It employs more people worldwide than any other, with millions of families relying on 
tourism for their daily needs.  
 
The last few decades have been dotted with disaster stories where tourism has 
resulted in over-development, destruction of environments and in cultural 
misunderstandings and mistrust. It has also recently been embroiled in the  
debate about global warming and carbon emissions caused by flying. At Exodus  
we believe that our type of small scale, positive impact tourism can bring benefits to 
many communities, help preserve the environments we travel to see, and provide real 
and positive social exchanges. 
 
The following are the key points in our philosophy:  

IMPACT: Small groups have less impact on local communities and 

environments. 

INVESTMENT: Where possible we believe in putting money directly into 

the communities we visit by using locally owned and run accommodation and 

eating locally produced food. 

FAIR: We are careful to ensure that local staff and operators receive a fair 

rate for their services. 

TRAINING: We encourage our own staff to take an active interest in 

responsible and sustainable tourism and train them accordingly so that they 

can put our policies into practice. 

CONSERVATION: We endeavour to ensure that our practices help in the 

environmental conservation of the areas we visit, and have staff actively 

raising large amounts of money for the cause. 

ADVICE: We provide our clients with advice and guidelines on how to 

respect  
the social, cultural and religious beliefs of local communities, whether that 

be in trip note literature or on trip. 

To find out more about our philosophies and projects please visit:  

www.exodus.co.uk/responsible-travel 

BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE: 
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THIDARA UDOMRITKUL 

+44 (0) 208 772 3761 | Thidara.Udomritkul@exodus.co.uk 

BEFORE YOU BOOK 

Exodus Travels promise that…  

 

• No surcharges will be incurred after you book*  

• We are ABTA bonded, meaning your money is safe and protected  

• Your deposit is fully transferable: You can cancel your booking up to 8 weeks before departure and not lose your deposit - we will put 

your deposit towards any new booking as long as you travel within 3 years of the original departure date. If there are any non-

transferable costs for your trip, you will be made aware of this at the point of booking.  

• We will not charge you credit card fees** 

 

  * Applies only to Land Only bookings and excludes all Polar trips  

** Excluding American Express charged at 1.4% 

We hope everything is to your expectation, however we know that you may want to tweak or change your itinerary. This is the 

starting point of creating your next dream adventure so we want it to be perfect for you. As previously mentioned we suggest 

arranging a phone call to discuss the itinerary as it is currently, and to discuss any further requirements you may have.  

 

I will follow up with you in 2 days via email to arrange that call at a time that suits you. Alternatively, feel free to come  back to me 

via email if that’s quicker for you. And if you’re ready to book now, then please read the ‘HOW TO BOOK’ on page 2 of your 

quotation. 

 

NEXT STEP 

TRAVEL AWARE –STAY SAFE & HEALTHY ABROAD 

The Foreign & Commonwealth Office and the NHS have up-to-date advice on staying safe and healthy abroad. 
For more on security, local laws, plus passport and visa information, see https://travelaware.campaign.gov.uk/ 

Keep informed of current travel health news by visiting https://travelhealthpro.org.uk/ 

Advice can change so check regularly for updates. 

For further information, please visit us at www.exodus.co.uk/travel-safety-advice 

Please note, although this trip doesn’t visit any FCO no-go areas, it does visit a region close to an area where the advice is not to 
travel. If joining this trip, or if planning any additional travel pre or post tour in the area, you should ensure you visit their website 
to familiarise yourself with the advice. Any independent travel to these areas is entirely at your own risk and is likely not to be cov-
ered by your insurance. 

https://travelaware.campaign.gov.uk/
https://travelhealthpro.org.uk/
https://www.exodus.co.uk/travel-safety-advice

